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TM’s new onboard kitchen Multi Plus 2G sets standards – anything but water under the 

bridge.  

The brand new onboard kitchen Multi Plus 2G satisfies with completely revised components and a 

fresh modern design. From the unique and exclusive touch panel, to an easy to handle two-part 

backboard, to the new Café Perfect 40 coffee maker, the second generation of Multi Plus leaves 

nothing to be desired.  

TM’s new shooting star the Multi Plus 2G (2
nd

 generation) is the logical advancement of the existing Multi 

Plus onboard kitchen and allows for the wishes and demands of the clients. Several of the individual 

components of the kitchen have been redesigned; giving the Multi Plus 2G a fresh new look. Thus the well-

proven coffee maker CP 40 wasn’t only improved regarding its functionality, but also underwent a major 

facelift. The entire cubicle of the onboard kitchen impresses with a much rounder and slightly curved outline, 

and thus fits the trend of the stylistic features of the bus industry. LED backlit handles letting it shine even by 

night, and bestow a futuristic look on the kitchen. 

The new onboard kitchen generation also satisfies when it comes to flexibility and individuality, two very 

important sales aspects. Having a two-part backboard, gives the customer the advantage of an easy 

maintenance and repair service. Opportunities for individualization are for example, the installation of factory-

made foldaway tables, an aluminum band on top of the front side where you can easily mount a company 

logo, and a corridor-sided side part with an inlay, also giving the bus producer the freedom to choose the 

company’s own color and design scheme. By a very versatile created interior the customer can decide 

between different configurations in the same cubicle, e.g. instead of just one CP40, it is also available with 

two CP40 coffeemakers.  

One of the numerous improvements is a comfortable and easy to handle electronic control with touchscreen 

and a user-optimized designed winter filling function. Furthermore a level indicator was installed at the boiler, 

to easily and reliably indicate the user if the boiler still contains enough water. Due to new materials the 

weight of the new Multi Plus 2G could be significantly reduced.  
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About TM 

The owner operated family business has been one of the most favorable producers of components for 

passenger catering in road and rail vehicles for the last 25 years. Being a reliable partner, our company 

offers innovative and economic solutions. Experience, reliability, quality, and long years of success are the 

basis of our current product range. Therefore it is important to offer bus operators economic and state-of-the-

art solutions. As one of the leading suppliers TM has especially concentrated on the development and 

production of cool boxes, onboard kitchens, and toilet systems of various sizes and models. TM has built 

great knowhow and manufacturing knowledge in this area.  

Further information on the products of TM Technischer Gerätebau GmbH can be found online on 

www.tmtech.de, or just visit us at our booth at the IAA, HALL 11 BOOTH E08. Our team is looking forward to 

your visit, and will be happy to inform you about our products.  

Picture 1: 

Onboard kitchen QS Multi Plus 2G (open) 

Picture 2: 

Onboard kitchen QS Multi Plus 2G (closed) 
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